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Mechanism of initial adsorption of NO on the Si„100… surface

Y. K. Kim, J. R. Ahn, W. H. Choi, H. S. Lee, H. W. Yeom*
Institute of Physics and Applied Physics and Atomic-scale Surface Science Research Center, Yonsei University, Seoul, 120-74

~Received 13 March 2003; published 29 August 2003!

High-resolution photoemission study of the adsorption of NO molecules on the Si(100)231 surface at 150
K is performed using undulator synchrotron radiation. N 1s, O 1s, as well as Si 2p core-level spectra are
measured for the series of NO exposures from the very initial adsorption to the full monolayer coverage. The
metastable adsorption species are observed with N 1s binding energies of 396.4 and 395.8 eV, along with the
stable major adsorption species of N[Si3 at 397.4 eV. Both of the metastable species are ascribed to the
intermediate reaction species of N5Si2 with a dangling bond. In the O 1s spectra, the major O species at 532.4
eV is found to shift toward high binding energies with increasing NO exposures or increasing substrate
temperature. This shift is explained by the changes in bonding configurations induced by the active oxygen
agglomeration. From these results, it is concluded that NO adsorption above 150 K is completely dissociative
without any metastable molecular adsorption species. Instead, it is deduced that the dissociated N atoms
metastably form twofold coordinated N5Si2 species through multiple dissociation paths involving one or two
Si dimer atoms.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.075323 PACS number~s!: 79.60.2i, 81.65.Lp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon oxynitride has been a subject of great interest w
increasing technological needs for a more reliable gate
electrics with even thinner oxide thickness. Silicon oxy
tride has been a favorable alternative for the conventio
SiO2 gate dielectrics due to its superior properties in elec
reliability, suppressed boron penetration, relieved interfa
strain, and hot carrier resistance.1,2 As a method of growing
silicon oxynitride, the N incorporation into a SiO2 film has
been successfully accomplished by employing the ther
reaction of nitric oxide~NO! or nitrous oxide (N2O).3–5

Moreover, the reaction of NO on a Si substrate draws at
tion due to the fact that the repeated cycles of NO adsorp
and annealing is a promising nitridation process for a
substrate with a relatively defectless interface.6

Besides such technological interests, the NO reaction
the Si~100! surface has been studied using many surf
analysis techniques due to interesting and challenging fun
mental issues in it. One of the fundamental questions to
answered was whether the adsorption of NO on Si~100! is
proceeded by direct barrierless dissociation or is mediate
a metastable molecular precussor stage. Early studies
gested both the molecular7 and the dissociative8 adsorption at
room temperature~RT!. Another study reported that the dis
sociative adsorption occurs at RT with most of the N ato
incorporated in the subsurface sites.9 More recently, Carbone
et al.’s experimental results suggested the NO dissocia
even at 20 K.10 Our group recently confirmed that the R
adsorption of NO is completely dissociative and the disso
ated N atoms are spontaneously incorporated into a cha
teristic subsurface site.11,12 However, theoretical calculation
have provided conflicting views into the detailed reacti
mechanism; one theoretical study reported that the disso
tion proceeds without any significant barrier,13 while the
other calculation suggests that NO is initially and metasta
chemisorbed in a molecular form, which might be observ
at a low temperature.14

Another fundamental issue in clarifying the reacti
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mechanism is related to the identification of reaction int
mediates for the dissociated N atoms. While the theoret
calculations suggest that the dissociated N atoms initi
form the twofold coordinated N5Si2 species,13–15 most of
the experimental results observed only the threefold coo
nated N[Si3 species.16,17 That is, the microscopic reactio
pathway from NO molecules to the stable N[Si3 adsorption
species18 is not clear at all.

In this work, we investigate the adsorption of NO on t
Si(100)231 surface at a substrate temperature of 150
from the NO exposure of as low as 0.1 L in order to ident
the metastable reaction intermediates and to clarify the in
reaction mechanism. We employed high-resolution pho
emission for N 1s, O 1s, as well as Si 2p core levels using
undulator synchrotron radiation. The present high-resolut
N 1s core-level spectra clearly show the N species w
binding energies lower than 397 eV. This result indicates t
the dissociatively adsorbed N atoms are in the forms of b
N5Si2 and N[Si3 at 150 K, while N[Si3 is the major form
at RT. The N5Si2 species is not stable upon annealing ju
above 350 K. The NO dissociation processes with poss
bonding structures are discussed based on the above re
as well as the O 1s and Si 2p results in comparison with the
recent theoretical calculations.

II. EXPERIMENT

The photoemission experiments were performed on a
x-ray beam line~8A1! connected to an undulator~U7! at
Pohang Accelerator Laboratory in Korea.19,20This beam line
covers the photon energy range of 90–1500 eV with an
timum resolving power of 7000. The well-ordere
Si(100)231 surfaces were obtained by repeated flash
nealing up to 1250 °C, while the temperature was monito
by optical pyrometer. The Si substrate was cooled down
150 K using liquid nitrogen throughout the whole expe
ment. The NO exposures to the Si surface were carried
by backfilling the chamber with a NO partial pressure
1.031028 torr while the substrate was held at 150 K. Ea
©2003 The American Physical Society23-1
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NO exposure was performed on to a freshly obtained cl
Si~100! surface. All spectra were taken using a high perf
mance electron analyzer~SES-200, Gamma Data, Swede!
which exhibits the overall instrumental resolutions~the ana-
lyzer and the photon beam in total! of 350 meV for N 1s ~O
1s) with a photon energy (hn) of 448 eV~584 eV! and of 60
meV for Si 2p with hn5145 eV. The decomposition o
each core-level spectra was accomplished through a stan
least-squares fitting scheme after removal of a Shirley-t
background for the Si 2p core levels. For the N 1s or O 1s
core-levels, the background spectra of the same kinetic
ergy range were obtained from a clean Si~100! surface. For
the Si 2p core-level spectra, the spin-orbit splitting and t
branching ratio were fixed to 0.602 eV and 0.5, respectiv
A Gaussian and Lorentzian product function was used a
approximation of a Voigt function.21 The binding energies
(Eb’s! of the photoemission spectra were calibrated by re
ring the position of the Si 2p3/2 level of bulk Si atoms at
99.20 eV.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows N 1s core-level spectra taken for a seri
of NO exposures on a clean Si~100! surface at 150 K with a
photon energy of 448 eV. The spectra consist of a dis
guished peak at 397.4 eV and a broad feature extending
ward lower binding energies. It is evident that the low
binding energy feature as well as the main peak at 397.4
grow with increasing NO exposures. Note that no previou

FIG. 1. N 1s core-level spectra for the Si~100! surface with increasing
NO exposures at 150 K. The spectra were taken with a photon energ
hn5448 eV along the surface normal and were normalized by the incid
photon flux. The decomposition of the spectra through curve-fitting anal
are given together. The broad features below 397 eV as well as the
peak at 397.4 eV increase with increasing NO exposures.
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1s studies on Si surfaces reported a spectral feature wi
binding energy smaller than 397 eV. For a more detai
analysis, each spectrum was subject to a standard curv
ting procedure described above. The Gaussian and Lore
ian widths were set to 0.660.05 and 0.2 eV, respectively, fo
the N 1s core-level spectra. The curve fitting indicates th
the N 1s spectra consist mainly of four different componen
as shown in Fig. 1. The main peak, denoted as N1, is loca
at 397.460.05 eV and the two small components at 396
60.10 and 395.860.15 eV constitute the broad low bindin
energy feature. The two small components are denoted a
and N28, whose binding energies are shifted by abou
21.0 and21.6 eV from N1, respectively. The two compo
nents of N2 and N28 instead of one are evident from th
changes of the shape as well as the peak position of the lo
binding energy tail with increasing NO exposures. In ad
tion, yet another component N3 is needed to fit the h
binding energy tail for a coverage larger than 0.3 L, which
centered at 398.160.05 eV and is shifted by 0.7 eV from
N1.

The N1 component atEb5397.4 eV was unambiguousl
ascribed to the bonding configuration of N[Si3 where the
fully dissociated N atoms are bonded directly with thr
neighboring Si atoms.11,16–18,22,23A similar N 1s binding en-
ergy was observed also for NH3 dissociation on Si~100! and
for the interfacial N species at the SiON/Si interface.12,18,24,25

Since a NO molecular adsorbate is expected to hav
distinctively larger binding energy of 400 eV or so,26 it is
obvious that the NO adsorption is fully dissociative even
150 K in consistency with the previous photoemission stu
at 20 K.10 However, it is surprising that the highly coord
nated N1 (N[Si3) is the major adsorption species even
the substrate temperature of as low as 150 K; throughout
whole NO coverages under investigation~1.5 L is close to
the full monolayer saturation as discussed below!, the rela-
tive population of N1, N2, and N28 is nearly constant with a
percentage ratio of 7865:1363:763, respectively. This
suggests the energy barrier for the dissociation of NO
even that for the formation of N[Si3 being fairly low.

The N3 component was observed for the saturati
coverage RT adsorption earlier,11,27,28 and the oxygen SNN
effect on N[Si3, that is, N[(-Si-Si-)32x(-Si-O-)x (x
51 –3), was attributed to the N3 component above 3
eV.11,29 The theoretical study Cerofoliniet al. supported this
assignment fully by reporting that nitrogen atoms in
[@Si(-O-)3#3 have a peak centered on 398.360.2 eV.30

In order to understand the origin of different N speci
further, especially N2 and N28, the thermal evolution of the
N 1s core-level spectra were investigated with a series
annealings for the 0.7-L exposure at 150 K as shown in F
2. It is found that the N2 and N28 species are very unstabl
since they decrease drastically in intensities even after a m
annealing at 350 K and almost completely disappear ab
450 K. The apparent observation of N2 remaining even a
an annealing up to 350 K may be due to the kinetic eff
since we did not observe it before for an oversaturated c
erage at RT.11 N3 also decreases with increasing anneal
temperature, but partly survives to a much high
temperature.11 These results clearly indicate that N2 and N8
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correspond tometastableadsorption species. It is also ev
dent that they are unique for the low-temperature adsorpt
The first-principles calculation by Rignaneseet al. indicates
that every direct N-O bond shifts the N 1s binding energy
successively by about 1.77, 3.78, and 5.55 eV, respective31

which eliminates the possibility of relating N2 and N28 with
negativeEb shifts to a configurations with direct N-O bond
Instead they can be ascribed to the bonding configurat
which have a reduced number of nearest neighbors suc
N5Si2. It may also be considered that they are related to
N[Si3 species with nitrogen in the second nearest neighb
~SNN’s!, since the previous theoretical studies indicated t
nitrogen atoms in the SNN’s induces a N 1s shift toward a
lower Eb .30 However, the thermal stability shown in Fig. 2
consistent only with the former possibility. This assignme
is also supported from the fact that the N2 and N28 species
appears from the very initial stage adsorption while the
cupation of SNN sites by another N is expected only at h
coverages. Recent theoretical results indicate that the b
ing configuration of N5Si2 with remaining dangling bonds
have a binding energy lower than N[Si3 by about
21.8 eV,32 which corresponds well to N28. As discussed
below, the most plausible N5Si2 adsorption structure is th
N insertion into the Si dimer bond, where the electron tra
fer from the Si dangling bond to the N atom causes the ab
negative N-1s Eb shift.14

Then, the major remaining question is what is the diff
ence between the bonding configurations of N2 and N8.
They may differ in the number of nearest-neighboring

FIG. 2. N 1s core-level spectra and the corresponding decomposit
for the Si~100! surface exposed to 0.7 L NO at 150 K and after subsequ
annealings at the given temperatures. The spectra were taken with a p
energy ofhn5448 eV along the surface normal and were normalized by
incident photon flux. N2 and N28 disappear just above 350 K while N3 sti
remains up to 920 K with reduced intensity.
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atoms, that is, N2 may be due to the bonding configurati
of N-Si. However, it is very unlikely to replace the stron
N-O bonds with only one N-Si bond and two dangling bon
unsaturated. Theoretical calculations also predicted that
N or O atoms bonded with only one Si atom are ve
unstable.13 Thus one has to ascribe N2 and N28 to the N
5Si2 species with different SNN atoms such as O or
However, as mentioned above the N SNN’s are unlikely
the very initial adsorption species. Then N2 is naturally
signed to the N5Si2 specieswith SNN O atomssince the O
atoms at the SNN sites are expected to increase the N-1s Eb
by roughly 0.5 eV or so; the energy difference between
and N28 is 0.6 eV.30 This shift has the same origin as theEb
difference between the N1 and N3 components, which w
discussed above.

The metastable adsorption species must convert to
thermodynamically stable species of N[Si3 ~N1! during the
annealing process since no N desorption is expected at
temperature range.11 However, the intensity of N1decreases
slightly after annealing above 350 K; the intensities of N1
350–920 K are within 7662% of its intensity at 150 K. The
apparent reduction in the N1 intensity can only be explain
by the indiffusion of the corresponding N species to the s
surface region. This is consistent with the recent experim
tal and theoretical work reporting that the major N[Si3 spe-
cies above RT is located near the third Si layer.12 A similar
indiffusion of the dissociated N species is also observed
NH3 adsorption on Si~100! very recently.25

Figure 3 shows the N 1s core-level spectra of 1.5-L NO
dose at 150 K taken with different emission angles of 0° a
60°. This measurement shows the surface sensitivity of
different components, that is, the qualitative depth differen

s
t
ton
e

FIG. 3. N 1s core-level spectra and the corresponding decompositi
for the Si~100! surface exposed to 1.5 L NO at 150 K as in Fig. 1. T
spectra were taken with emission angles of 0°~normal emission! and more
surface-sensitive 60°. The decomposition of the spectra through cu
fitting analyses are given together.
3-3
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of the different N species. It is evident from the figure th
N2, N28, and N3 are more surface sensitive than N1;
intensity ratios of N1, N2, N28, or N3 between the emissio
angles of 60° and 0° are 0.8560.05, 1.660.2, 1.560.1, or
1.560.4, respectively, at the whole range of NO exposu
measured. This indicates that the bonding configurations
sponsible for N1 are formed mainly in the subsurface reg
while the other bonding structures for N2, N28, and N3 are
located near the top surface layer. This is natural since
highly coordinated N[Si3 species~N1! cannot easily be
formed on top of the Si surface layer and is fully consist
with the above temperature dependence of the N1 inten

We next consider the behavior of the dissociated O ad
bates through O 1s photoemission. Figure 4 shows the co
responding O 1s core-level spectra obtained from the sam
NO/Si~100! surfaces as in Fig. 1. The spectra are domina
by a strong peak around 531.5 eV but one can notice th
has extending tails at both sides. The careful fittings lead
decompose these spectra into three different peaks at 5
eV ~denoted as O1!, 532.4 eV~O3!, and 530.8 eV~O2!. It is
interesting to note that the dominant O1 peak shifts sligh
toward a higher binding energy by about 0.15 eV with
creasing NO exposures. As the NO exposure increases
relative intensity of O2 decreases while O1 and O3 gr
altogether. The temperature dependence of each O com
nent was also examined for the 0.7-L NO exposure as gi
in Fig. 5. It can be seen that O2 disappears after annealin
to 450 K, which indicates that it is a metastable bonding s
occurring only at low temperature and low coverage. In c
trast, O3 grows in its intensity with increasing the substr

FIG. 4. O 1s core-level spectra and the corresponding decomposit
for the Si~100! surface with increasing NO exposures at 150 K. The spe
were taken with a photon energy ofhn5584 eV along the surface norma
and were normalized by the incident photon flux.
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temperature. Yet another noticeable change is that O
gradually shifted to even higher binding energies, by 0.3
after annealing up to 920 K.

The O1 peak at 531.5–531.8 eV is obviously related
the major adsorption species of O5Si2, where the oxygen
atoms are expected to occupy the backbond sites of Si
face dimers.11 This peak was observed for RT adsorption
NO,11 and also for the O2 adsorption case. However, th
systematic shift in the binding energy of O1 and anoth
stable species O3 provide further complexity. The shift of
main component was also observed in the previous Os
study for the NO adsorption at RT with post annealing.33

The O3 component at 532.4 eV has a peak posit
shifted by 0.7 eV from O1 and its intensity increases furth
upon annealing. This behavior was not noticed in the pre
ous RT adsorption experiment, probably due to the differe
in the coverage, the limited energy resolution at RT and
misalignment of the spectral energy positions.11,33 We also
performed a similar O 1s measurement for the O2 adsorption
on Si~100! at 150 K as shown in Fig. 6. Even in that case, t
post annealing was found to induce very similar O 1s line
shape changes, that is, the shift of O1 and the growth of
except that the O2 component is not observed.33

The coverage- and temperature-dependentEb shift of O1
suggests that the actual bonding configuration responsible
O1 evolves gradually as the coverage or the temperatur
increased. It is likely that the oxygen agglomeration lead
to the oxygen occupation of the SNN sites of O5Si2 consti-
tutes that evolution. Such active agglomeration of oxyg
adsorbates was clearly indicated by the Si 2p core-level
study for O2 /Si(100), where the highly coordinated Si31

and Si41 species increase for high coverages even at 10
and also after post annealing.34,35 We observe a very simila
trend in the Si 2p spectra for NO adsorption as shown belo
In consistency with the above argument for the energy s

s
a

FIG. 5. O 1s core-level spectra and the corresponding decompositi
for the Si~100! surface exposed to 0.7 L NO at 150 K and after subsequ
annealings at the given temperatures.
3-4
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of O1, we assign the O3 component to the O5Si2 species
with the SNN’s saturated fully by O atoms, which is ba
cally the same as the stoichiometric SiO2. That is, as the
oxygen agglomeration proceeds to form the stoichiome
SiO2 bonding configurations~the -O-Si-O- network! locally,
the O1 component gets closer to O3 and is expected to m
into a single O3 peak as observed in a full-developed S2
film. On the other hand, the bonding configuration resp
sible for O2 is not clear but it may be related with N2, that
the O5Si2 species with a SNN N atom~the -Si-O-Si-N-Si-
configuration!, since~i! O2 and N2 components disappea
concomitantly after annealing and~ii ! O2 is not found in the
O2 /Si(100) system.

The Si 2p core-level spectra were also investigated af
each NO exposure and post annealing, which are partly
played in Fig. 7. The spectra were taken at a photon ene
of 145 eV with an emission angle of 60° in order to enhan
the surface sensitivity. All those spectra were subject to
curve fittings for detailed line-shape analyses, whose res
are given in the figure for only a limited number of spec
for clarity reasons. From the raw spectra themselves, one
notice the gradual quenching of the component S for the b
Si dimer atoms upon increase of the NO exposure. T
quenching of S is accompanied by the growth of broad h
Eb features. The intensity of S at 1.5 L is less than one-te
of that on the clean surface indicating that this dose is
ready close to the full monolayer coverage.

From this result and the almost linear growth of the Ns
intensity in Fig. 1, it is concluded clearly that the NO adso
tion is not a self-limiting reaction up to a full monolayer
contrast to the results of an earlier experiment10 and a recent

FIG. 6. O 1s core-level spectra and the corresponding decomposit
for the Si~100! surface exposed to 20 L O2 at 150 K and after subsequen
annealings at the given temperatures.
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theoretical study14 indicating a self-limiting behavior with a
maximum coverage only of 0.2 monolayer~ML !. Instead the
NO adsorption behavior looks very close to the case of O2 on
Si~100!.34,35

Though being not unambiguous, one may decompose
broad highEb features into a few Si 2p doublets; note the
breaking points on the spectral line shape, for example,
0.7 L ~see the arrows in the figure!, which suggest the posi
tion of different component peaks within the highEb struc-
ture. The spectrum for the 0.7-L dose could successfully
decomposed into five adsorption-induced components for
high Eb structure. These components have core-level sh
from the bulk Si 2p component B of 0.7, 1.0, 1.7, 2.5, an
3.2 eV. These components, especially the higher bind
components at 2.5 and 3.2 eV, grow and tend to shift to
higherEb as the NO coverage increases.

It is well established that each Si-O~Si-N! bond induces a
Si-2p Eb shift of about 0.9~0.7! eV in the pure oxide34,36

~nitride!18 case. One should also note that these values
depend on the detailed atomic structures, local bonding c
figurations, and local dielectric responses.34 Based on these
core-level shift references, we assign the observed com
nents at 0.7, 1.0, 1.7, 2.5, and 3.2 eV in Fig. 7 as due
NSi11 ~Si atoms bond to one N nearest neighbor!, Si11 ~Si
atoms bond to one O atom!, Si atoms with two neighboring
N or O atoms, Si atoms with three neighboring N or O

s
FIG. 7. Si 2p core-level spectra for the Si~100! surface with increasing

NO exposures at 150 K. The spectra were taken with a photon energ
hn5145 eV along the 60°-off direction from the surface normal and w
normalized by the maximum peak intensity. The spectrum for the cl
Si~100! surface is included for comparison. The decompositions of the sp
tra for the clean surface and the surface dosed with 0.7 L NO are given.
text for the detailed explanation of the spectral changes and the assignm
of the components.
3-5
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KIM, AHN, CHOI, LEE, AND YEOM PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 075323 ~2003!
oms, and Si atoms with four neighboring N or O atom
respectively. The previous Si 2p study for the RT NO ad-
sorption on Si~100! observed similar components at 0.8, 1
2.0, and 3.0 eV, which are subject to a larger uncertainty
peak position due to the broader spectral line shape than
present low-temperature and low-coverage measurem
Considering such differences, the present and the prev
RT study are qualitatively consistent for the highEb Si 2p
features. The main difference is the identification of the se
rate peaks at 0.7 and 1.0 eV for the Si-O and single S
configurations in the present LT work rather than a bro
feature with a shift of 0.8 eV at RT.11,18 In fact the single
broad RT feature at 0.8 eV was interpreted as the mixtur
the Si-O and Si-N configurations. The growth and the furt
shifts of highEb features at high NO doses and high te
peratures indicate the agglomeration of oxygen adsorbate
mentioned already for the O 1s spectra.

IV. DISCUSSION

Based on the above results, we discuss some details o
mechanism of NO decomposition on the Si(100)231 sur-
face. As mentioned in the introduction, the experimental
formation on the detailed dissociation reaction path has b
very limited. A few theoretical studies, instead, provided m
croscopic pictures of the reaction pathway. According to K
rkin, Demkov, Tanpipat, and Andzelm, the NO dissociati
occurs without any significant reaction barrier on a single
dimer to form a N5Si2 species with one SNN O@see Figs.
8~a! and ~b!#.13 Kato, Nakasaki, and Uda’s more rigorou
first-principles calculation agreed that the NO dissociation
a single Si dimer is favorable, which leads to the same fi
state of N5Si2 with one SNN O@Figs. 8~a! and~b!#, but they
showed that the molecular NO adsorbates is metasta
They further calculated on the reaction paths to the m
stable N[Si3 @Fig. 8~c!# species. This species substitutes t
down-dimer Si atom of the top Si layer and the conversion
N5Si2 to N[Si3 requires a significant energy barrier of 2
eV.14 However, it was found in the present experiment th

FIG. 8. Schematic illustrations for the possible bonding configurati
of N and O atoms on Si~100! after the initial dissociation of NO. Two
possible dissociation pathways of NO onto a Si dimer~a!–~c! and in be-
tween the dimers~d!–~f! have been considered as discussed in the re
theoretical calculations~Refs. 13 and 14! in mind.
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the N atoms are mostly in the stable N[Si3 ~N1 or N3!
configuration and no molecular species is observed. T
suggests that the reaction barriers, if any, both for NO dis
ciation and for forming a threefold N species should be v
low in contrast to the theoretical prediction.13,14

In addition, we observe two intermediate reaction spec
of twofold N, N5Si2, with or without SNN O atoms, which
correspond to N2 and N28, respectively. The former specie
with a SNN O~N2! can be explained by the NO dissociatio
involving a single Si dimer as the theory suggested@Figs.
8~b! and ~c!#.14 One may consider that such SNN O atom
occur due to secondary reaction events. This explanatio
not consistent with the experimental result that the cor
sponding N28 species is observed from the very initial a
sorption stage, where the secondary reaction would be n
ligible. In turn, the N28 species without the SNN O
adsorbates may indicate the NO dissociation in-between
adjacent dimers as depicted in Figs. 8~d! and ~e!. This reac-
tion was considered to be unrealistic in the recent theory
Kato, Nakasaki, and Uda.14 However, in the present exper
ment, the population of N2 is twice that of N28 indicating
that both reaction channels, the dissociation involving sin
and double Si dimers, are active.

On the other hand, the NO exposures above 0.3 L
characterized by the appearance of N3. As assigned ab
for N3, it can be understood from the increase of the oxyg
population in the SNN’s of N[Si3. It is worthwhile to note
that the high-coverage or high-temperature behaviors of o
gen and nitrogen adsorbates are quite different as vie
from the O 1s and N 1s data. That is, while the major O1
component shows the gradual shift and O3 grows noticea
as the coverage or the temperature increases, theEb of N1 is
constant and the growth of N3 is marginal. This suggest t
the migration of oxygen to form -O-Si-O- network~the oxy-
gen agglomeration!, which would finally evolve into SiO2, is
very active compared to the migration of N adsorbates
the -N-Si-N- or the N-Si-O network formation. The forma
tion of N-Si-N network for stoichiometric Si3N4 occurs only
above a very high temperature of 1100 K or so.11

V. CONCLUSION

We have performed a systematic high-resolution co
level photoemission spectroscopy study for the NO adso
tion on the Si~100! surface at 150 K in order to elucidate th
adsorption and the initial reaction mechanism of NO m
ecules on Si~100!. From the N 1s photoemission spectra, tw
metastable adsorption species with N 1s binding energies of
396.4 ~N2! and 395.8 (N28) eV are observed together wit
the stable N[Si3 species~N1! at 397.4 eV. These two meta
stable species are assigned to the twofold coordinate
5Si2 species with~N2! and without (N28) the second near
est neighbor oxygen adsorbates in good agreement with
theoretical calculations for N 1s binding energies. The O 1s
spectra also exhibit multiple oxygen bonding configuratio
of a very marginal metastable component at 530.8 eV~O2!
and two stable species at 531.5–531.8 eV~O1! and 532.4
~O3! eV. While the origin of the metastable component O2
not clear, the major O1 and O3 components are relate
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O5Si2 species and a similar species but with SNN oxyge
respectively. The latter species is thought to be similar
stoichiometric SiO2 and the former species corresponds
the surface adsorbates in Si rich environment. In clear c
trast to the N case, the major O1 peak shows systematic
toward high binding energy upon the increase of cover
and temperature. This is explained by the active agglom
tion of oxygen adsorbates to form the -O-Si-O- network ev
at a very low temperature. In the line-shape analyses of
Si 2p spectra, we could assign the Si 2p components for the
Si-N and Si-O bonds in the initial adsorption studies with
core-level shifts of 0.7 and 1.0 eV, respectively, along w
other highly coordinated components at 1.7, 2.5, and 3.2
From these results~mainly from the N 1s result!, we con-
clude that the NO adsorption is completely dissociative e
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